The human touch can be a liberating experience.
Touch produces energy in many forms. A gentle and caring touch can change the course of the atoms coursing
through the neurons and opens the capacity to feel more by sending commanding electrical impulses into the brain
to think and experience in a new way.
Of course, we are talking here about Touch not in any manipulative way or infringing up on another’s free will and
the topic here is of touching the objects in the house, or the things you use on a daily basis Everything we have
in our life came from Mother Earth.
Mother Earth is a Living Spirit and since everything came from her ( even if it is a machine made object) the
resources for it came from Mother Earth’s body. Hence all carries her consciousness. Human beings and everything
else in the Universe are quantum beings and because of this, through one part, we can feel and connect to the
whole. So, when you touch an object with feelings and appreciation, you are expressing Love to Mother Earth
through that object. That object feels appreciation from too. Appreciation is another word for LOVE. These
objects will hold the Love energy within their being. It will never dissipate. The days you feel tired and needs an
extra boost of energy, you can request the objects in your house to share with you the energy they hold for you
and you will feel it immediately. The objects in your house also could be called as Energy Banks and you can draw
out energy when you need it.
Look at a Mother and a young baby. Baby might cry in the night and mother wakes up and gently touches the
baby or pat the baby gently and the baby feels comforted and may begin to settle down. Why? With the touch
of the Mother, the baby will remember its connection to the Mother who gave its life and will feel loved and
touched. In the same way, touch can be used to remember your connection to Mother Earth for you to know
heaven fully, you need to first know Earth fully and this is through touch.
That is why in many ancient cultures there was Touch Stone in the village for people to touch and feel this
connection.
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